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Introduction

Whether the degree of inequality in a society is “too high” or “too low” is hard to say, and therefore it is hard to imagine what the public policy implications should be. How did it arise? What will happen to it in the future? These seem to be reasonable questions to ask in trying to understand the implications for tax reform and other public policies.

Knowing the dynamics of inequality over the horizon of a working lifetime is certainly important in developing a fuller picture; but particularly important as well is a perspective over an even longer horizon, between two generations or more. How is inequality transmitted from parents to their children? Do low income families raise children who grow up to be low income adults and in turn raise the next generation of poor children? Or for that matter how likely is it that rich kids become the next generation of rich adults? Seeing a society from this perspective gives more context: it helps us to understand how inequality of outcomes came about, and how it will evolve.

*This submission is adapted from Miles Corak (2012), "Inequality from Generation to Generation: The United States in Comparison," in Robert Rycroft (editor), The Economics of Inequality, Poverty, and Discrimination in the 21st Century, ABC-CLIO, forthcoming. The original version is available at miles_corak.com*
When our focus is on changes in inequality from generation to generation, that is when we are speaking about inter-generational mobility, we are able not only to describe how inequality is transmitted from parents to children, but just as importantly this description speaks to underlying values—like equality of opportunity—that in some sense might allow us to say that there is “too” much or “too” little inequality in society.

Indeed, “equality of opportunity”, as opposed to “equality of outcomes”, is a value that Americans hold dear. The idea that individual talent, energy, and motivation determine outcomes and accomplishments, as opposed to family background and status, is central to living the “American Dream.” A poll conducted by the PEW Charitable Trusts in 2009 found that about three-quarters of Americans strongly held the view that the American Dream meant “being free to accomplish anything with hard work,” and about 90% said hard work and having ambition were either essential or very important to getting ahead in life. (Economic Mobility Project 2009).

But there is a disconnect between the way Americans see themselves and the way the economy and society actually function. Many Americans may hold the belief that hard work is what it takes to get ahead, but in actual fact the playing field is a good deal stickier than it appears. Family background, not just individual effort and hard work, is importantly related to one’s position in the economic and social hierarchy.

This disconnect is brought into particular relief by placing the United States in an international context. Children are much more likely as adults to end up in the same place on the income and status ladder as their parents in the United States than in many other countries. These comparisons beg the question as to why.

To understand the drivers of intergenerational mobility in the United States, and the differences between Americans and others, it is important to appreciate the workings and interaction of three fundamental institutions: the family, the market, and the state. But comparisons can also be misleading. The way in which families, labor markets, and government policy determine the life chances of children is complicated; the result of a particular history, societal values, and the nature of the political process. It might be one thing to say that the United States has significantly less intergenerational mobility than Denmark or Norway, but it is entirely another thing to suggest that these countries offer templates for the conduct of public policy that can be applied on this side of the Atlantic. There is no way to get from here to there.

A comparison between the United States and Canada may, however, be particularly appropriate. It illustrates how the configuration of the forces determining the transmission of inequality across generations differs in spite of the fact that both of these countries share many other things in common, particularly the importance and meaning of equality of opportunity and the role of individual hard work and motivation.
Intergenerational mobility in the United States and other countries

There are many ways to measure and describe the degree to which family background is related to the adult attainments of children. Sociologists have examined the degree to which children as adults have the same status among their counterparts as their parents did a generation earlier. “Status” is often measured on the basis of occupation or some related indicator of the position or degree of control an individual may have in the workplace.

For some decades there has also been a focus, particularly among economists, on earnings and income as the outcomes of interest. The most often used statistic in this literature is the “intergenerational elasticity in earnings”, which is the percentage difference in earnings in the child’s generation associated with the percentage difference in the parental generation. For example, an intergenerational elasticity in earnings of 0.6 tells us that if one father makes 100% more than another then the son of the high income father will, as an adult, earn 60% more than the son of the relatively lower income father. An elasticity of 0.2 says this 100% difference between the fathers would only lead to a 20% difference between the sons. A lower elasticity means a society with more mobility.

The primary focus of much of this research has been on the father-son relationship because it is the least complicated and, because of the availability of data, the most convenient to obtain reliable estimates from a large number of different countries. Comparisons involving daughters and mothers, or a focus on relationships that also account for marital choices and not just labour market choices, have also been studied. There are also studies addressing, among others, total income, self-employment income, assets, and receipt of government transfer payments like welfare and unemployment insurance.

We should be clear from the very beginning that the use of the intergenerational elasticity of earnings is an exercise of description, and in and of itself does not offer a story about the underlying causal forces. As such it does not lead to clear policy recommendations. We should also be clear that this is a much more difficult statistic to measure than those associated with inequality, and in fact there has been a good deal of controversy about these measurement issues. This is because of the data requirements and challenges of translating theoretical concepts into practical measures.

To accurately measure the intergenerational earnings elasticity requires estimates of the lifetime earnings prospects of both parents and their children in their adulthood. Because earnings tend to rise over the life cycle but annual earnings fluctuate a great deal, good estimates of lifetime earnings require having several years of earnings data during a period in the life cycle when individuals are established in their career jobs (when they are 40 to 50 or so years of age), and these estimates must be available for both the parent and the child. As such the members of a family have to be followed and connected to each other over a period that easily spans several decades.

A good deal is at stake in getting these measurement issues right: they have
Figure 1: Intergenerational mobility varies a good deal across countries, and the United States ranks among the least mobile of the rich countries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Intergenerational Earnings Elasticity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Moving horizontally from left to right signifies less intergenerational mobility, that is a stronger tie between a son’s adult earnings and the earnings of his father. Lightly shaded bars indicate countries that are not member states of the OECD, generally taken to mean lower income countries.

Source: Published estimates collected by the author and using the methods described in Corak (2006).

Corak (2006) suggests that the best estimate for the United States is somewhere between 0.4 and 0.6.

Figure 1 shows a 22 country comparison of intergenerational elasticity estimates. The estimates range from less than 0.2 in countries like Denmark, Norway, and Finland to a high of almost 0.7 in Peru. Part of the variation across the countries is due to the process of economic development, with lower income countries generally having a higher proportion of inequality transmitted across the generations. And part of the reason for some of the very high estimates have to do with the exclusion of particular groups from full participation in the labor market and society, be it some segments of the aboriginal population in Peru, and to some extent the rural population in China.

But there is more to this variation than the overall level of economic development or broad structural factors. If we restrict our attention to the rich countries there remains considerable variation, with the United States standing out, along with Italy and the United Kingdom, as the least inter-generationally mobile. In these countries the estimate is in the neighborhood of 0.5, being two
or more times as large as the most mobile countries who are characterized by estimates of about 0.2 or even a bit less.

The natural question to ask is why, and relatedly what role can taxation and other public policies play?

**The drivers of intergenerational mobility**

To understand these differences we need to appreciate the possible underlying causes of generational mobility, and an important starting point is Solon (2004) who has adapted a standard perspective in the economics literature and made it appropriate for comparisons across countries. Very broadly speaking, the reasons for the differences in the intergenerational elasticity across countries has to do with the role of three fundamental institutions determining the life chances of children—the family, the labor market, the state—and the different balance struck between their influence across countries. Solon’s model invites us to think of families differing in their capacities and resources to invest in their children, but also as facing different incentives to do so according to their socio-economic status and the social context in their country. While some of these capacities and incentives to invest in children may be genetic or due to family history and culture, others are influenced by how families interact and interface with the labor market and the design of public policies. It is these later influences that are related to public policy and choices.

Parents invest in and influence the adult outcomes of children in a whole host of ways, but these investments can have particularly important implications at certain stages of a child's life. Therefore, we should not understate the role of families, but at the same time we need also to appreciate the context within which they live and the social supports offered to them.

The argument is often made that a particularly important window of opportunity in a child’s development occurs during the early years, up to about five years of age. This meshes with developments in the science of early brain development. The central idea is that the stimulation infants and young children receive from their environment influences their neural development and will ultimately define the outer limits of their capabilities. Children raised in families at the high end of the socio-economic scale are more likely to be exposed to a stimulating environment that leads to an advantageous path in life with respect to health, cognitive development and social skills. If the brain does not receive the requisite environmental stimulation at certain critical periods, the window of opportunity closes and development fails to occur. (Knudsen, Heckman, Cameron, and Shonkoff, 2006.)

This so-called “neural sculpting” occurs at different times for different brain functions, but timing is important. The point is that this process establishes the “initial conditions” of a life and sets the individual down a particular pathway, a pathway in which a series of cumulative experiences may set further constraints or present further opportunities. The series of steps leading through important transitional periods in life look something like this: socio-economic...
circumstances early in life (and even in the pre-natal period) → birth weight
and cognitive/social/emotional development → readiness to learn → language
development → behavioral problems in school and educational achievement →
labor market success and job characteristics → stress, mental well-being, socio-
-economic status, success in family formation → parenting.

The intergenerational earnings elasticity is a summary relationship of the
overall outcome of a whole series of gradients that appear at each of these steps.
Parents influence child outcomes at each of these stages, but outcomes at any
one stage have their roots in earlier stages and child’s cumulative experience up
to that point. Someone born to parents with low income faces a higher risk of
less successfully transiting through these stages and of ending up in a precarious
labor market situation, which in turn diminishes his or her capacity for positive
parenting. This raises the odds of a generational cycle of poverty, but money is
as much the result as the cause of the vicious circle.

For example, the child of a high income, dual-earner couple (with perhaps
only one other child) may well be raised in an environment with more resources
that improve his or her future adult prospects than the child of a single parent
with limited education. These resources are both monetary and non-monetary.
The advantaged household will certainly be able afford more things and activi-
ties for the child, but may also be more likely to spend more time with the child
and offer linkages and contacts to the neighborhood and community that will
both nurture and offer opportunities for growth and advancement. The support
parents offer may extend well into adolescence by helping to direct their children
through the labor market, offering advice and contacts as they get their first
jobs and establish a foothold that will influence their career prospects. Conse-
quently, we can expect the intergenerational elasticity to differ across countries
for reasons associated with demographics, family formation, single parenthood,
as well as parenting skills and time devoted to children.

As another example, an increase in the cost of human capital investment,
such as in market-based provision of child care or health care, private primary
schooling, or higher college tuition fees, will imply lower human capital invest-
ment. In a similar way a higher potential return to human capital will create an
incentive for more investment. [Solon (2004)] takes the rate of return to educa-
tion as an indicator of the degree of inequality in the labor market, and shows
that societies with labor markets characterized by more cross-sectional inequal-
ity—that is, a higher return to education—will be less generationally mobile.
This is because a higher income, dual earner family with fewer children not only
has a higher capacity to invest in the education of their children than a single
parent low income family, but also because the incentives to do so are greater.
Inequality in demographics and labor markets in the here and now will have an
influence on the degree of inequality in earnings in the next generation. Conse-
quently we can expect the intergenerational elasticity to differ across countries
for reasons associated with the costs and returns of investing in a child’s hu-
man capital, the way in which the labor market works and how “good jobs” are
obtained, and the income inequalities between parents.

But [Solon (2004)] also suggests that public policy can both accentuate and
Figure 2: More inequality at a point in time is associated with less generational earnings mobility in 22 countries with comparable estimates of the intergenerational elasticity between father and son earnings.

Note: Moving horizontally from left to right signifies more inequality in earnings. Moving vertically from bottom to top signifies less intergenerational mobility, that is a stronger tie between a son’s adult earnings and the earnings of his father. Source: Figure 1 for the intergenerational elasticity, and World Bank for estimates of the Gini coefficient around the year 2000.

dampen the influence of labor market inequality. He shows that generational mobility is promoted by “progressive” public programs, those that are of relatively more benefit to the relatively less well off. Two countries may spend the same fraction of their gross domestic product on education, but if this spending is directed to high quality early childhood, primary and secondary schooling it is likely to be of relatively more benefit to families lower in the socio-economic scale than if it was directed to the subsidization of tertiary education. In fact, this refers to more than just public transfers or publicly provided programs directed to children: it also includes all aspects of public actions that influence the relationship between families and the labor market. The structure of taxation and regulations is also part of the story.

In a rough way we can see the outcomes of these forces at work in Figure 2, which plots the intergenerational earnings elasticities presented in Figure 1 against a cross-sectional measure of inequality (the Gini Coefficient). More inequality at a point in time is associated with less generational mobility. Once again, this picture is one of association. The underlying causes relate to the pro-
cess of child development and the role of socio-economic inequalities influencing it, but these forces may differ in their significance across these countries: in some early childhood development may be the decisive factor, while in others it may be limited access to quality tertiary education due to early tracking of students during the primary years, and others still it may be due to labor markets in which access to good jobs is determined by family contacts, discrimination, or outright nepotism.

Haskins and Sawhill (2009) offer a clear portrait of the life chances of American children as the outcome of the interaction between family background and resources, growing inequalities in the labor market, and changes in government policy. Their analysis offers the kind of detail and institutional backdrop to interpret these raw statistics. To appreciate which aspects of demography, of labor markets, and of government policy are central in determining different outcomes in a comparative framework would require an analysis with this kind of detail across many countries. This is no small challenge, but one comparison that may be both feasible and apt is that with Canada because the nature of the family and the structure of labor markets are broadly similar between these two countries.

Families, labor markets, and public policy in the United States and Canada

The information in Figure 1 suggests that the intergenerational earnings elasticity of 0.47 in the United States is more than twice as high as the Canadian estimate of roughly 0.20, but this likely even understates the difference between the two countries. Corak (2010) suggests that the estimates calculated by Mazumder (2005a,b), which are as high as 0.61, are more directly comparable to estimates of about 0.23 produced with Canadian data by Corak and Heisz (1999): both studies using administrative data on virtually the same age cohorts of men at the same period of time.

This suggests that the intergenerational elasticity between father and son earnings is almost three times as high in the United States as it is in Canada. This difference is the result of different patterns in the degree of mobility at the two extremes of the earnings distribution. In both countries there is a considerable degree of mobility among the broadly defined middle earnings group, but both the sons of high and low earning fathers are more likely to grow up to be, respectively, high and low earning adults.

As Figure 3 illustrates, in the United States 26% of the sons born to fathers in the top 10 percent of the earnings distribution grow up to have earnings that place them in turn in the top 10%, and the majority of these sons are in at least top 30% of their earnings distribution, while only 3% fall to the bottom ten percent. There is also stickiness in earnings at the top in Canada, but not as great: 18% of top decile sons remain in the top decile, about 40% are in the top 30% and about 8% fall to the bottom. Similarly there is stickiness across
Figure 3: Earnings deciles of sons born to top decile fathers: Canada and the United States

Source: Corak (2010).

the generations for sons raised by low earning fathers, and once again more so in the United States, where 22% of bottom decile sons remain in the bottom 10% as adults, and one-half remain in the bottom 30%, In Canada 16% remain in the bottom, while about 4 in ten remain in the bottom 30% of the earnings distribution.

In general there is somewhat more upward mobility from the bottom in Canada than in the United States, with Canadian sons born to fathers in the bottom third of the earnings distribution more likely to rise into the top half of their adult earnings distribution than their American counterparts (Figure 4). This is a particularly important difference, and in part reflects the fact that children in the bottom of the income distribution are less well off in an absolute sense in the United States than in Canada. Greater inequality in the American earnings distribution is reflected in the monetary circumstances of children. If Canadian children were placed in the overall American income distribution, their family income would tend to be considered as lower middle class, being disproportionately between the second and fifth deciles. About two-thirds of Canadian children would be found above the bottom tenth of the income distribution but no higher than the middle. When American children are placed in the overall income distribution they are more likely to be at the very bottom and the very top.

But this difference in monetary resources is also reflected in a host of indicators associated with non-monetary resources, particularly with family resources and other social and community supports. In Canada children are more likely to be living with a mother who is married, and more likely to be living with both biological parents. About three-quarters of Canadian children younger than 13 live with both biological parents, while in the United States this proportion is
about two-thirds. Further, in the United States mothers tend to be younger, with teenage births being more common. This is particularly so for lone mothers, where in addition to being younger and less educated they also have more children than their Canadian counterparts.

All of this implies that not just monetary resources, but also non-monetary resources—particularly those associated with the time parents spend with their children—are likely to be less enriching for the children of the disadvantaged in the United States. While it is difficult to obtain comparable information on time use, parenting style, and other non-monetary investments parents make in their children, [Corak, Curtis and Phipps 2011] note that children in low income and lone parent families are less likely to be read to. This said, the proportion of low income children read to daily, at almost 55% in Canada versus about one-third in the United States, is significantly different.

The care and time devoted to children also depends upon how families interface with the labor market, and the alternative care arrangements available to their children. As suggested labor markets are more polarized in the United States, and there are different patterns of labor force participation in the two countries. “Parental participation in the labour market is both cause and effect of child care arrangements. The choice or need to work means that parents must find alternative arrangements for their children; the availability of care outside of the home offers opportunities to work or to work more hours.” (Corak, Curtis and Phipps 2011, page 87).

In fact, Canadian mothers have higher labor force participation rates, but parents who are in the labor market in the United States work longer hours. In the United States mothers are more likely to work full-time or not at all, with about 40% of children having mothers who worked 40 or more hours per

---

Figure 4: Earnings deciles of sons born to bottom decile fathers: Canada and the United States

Source: Corak (2010).
week. In Canada only about one-quarter of children are in this situation, there being a greater tendency for mothers to work part-time. In the United States lone mothers are more likely to be working than married mothers, with only one-fifth not working at all compared to almost one-third of married mothers. About one-half of lone mothers work more than 40 hours per week in the United States, but in Canada only about one-quarter do so.

As suggested, labor market participation is both cause and effect of the availability of alternative child care arrangements, so these differences are mirrored in differences in care arrangements for young children. Over one-half of all children up to two years of age are cared for exclusively by their parents in Canada, compared to four in ten in the United States. This difference likely reflects the very different maternity and parental leave available for working mothers of newborn children.

Parental benefits are much more generous in Canada with mothers of newborns who had sufficient work experience being provided with the opportunity to stay home for up to 25 weeks after the birth of their child during the 1990s, and with this package of benefits, administered by the federal government through the national unemployment insurance program, being extended to one year in 2001. Maternity benefits are much more limited in the United States. Parents are entitled to 12 weeks of leave without pay if they work in a company with more than 50 people, but with there being a tax deduction for daycare when it is used because of parental employment.

_Corak, Curtis and Phipps 2011_ conclude their much more extensive statistical review by stating that the family context in which children are raised in the United States is more challenging than in Canada, raising the risks that some children will not see the full development of their capabilities. American labor markets are also more unequal raising the stakes for child outcomes, both elevating opportunities and heightening risks. Finally, public policy is less “progressive,” not compensating in the same degree for family background and labor market inequality. This also relates to a number of measures of human capital, including mental and physical health as well as those associated with education. Overall outcomes are on average higher in Canada, and there is less disparity.

For example, education outcomes that are measured both by the mothers’ assessment of the child’s performance and on tests administered to the child indicate significant differences in outcomes between these two countries. Canadian four year olds score significantly higher on comparable tests of school readiness (the Peabody Picture Vocabulary test). American mothers of school aged children at the bottom of the socio-economic scale are twice as likely to report that their children are performing below the middle or near the bottom. And according to other tests of mathematics and literacy skills young teens perform on average better in Canada than in the United States. While the schooling system does not seem to significantly narrow initial gaps, it remains unclear as to the extent to which they are amplified or what particular institutional designs and at what particular stages can contribute to narrowing them.
Some hints at reforms to promote generational mobility

At the broadest level we should understand cross-country differences in the transmission of inequality as arising from differences in the investments these societies make in their children as well as differences in the returns to these investments. This process reflects the workings of the family, the structure of labor markets and how families interact with them, and the role of public policy. Inequality at a point in time is both the outcome and cause of the degree to which economic status is passed across the generations.

The greater the capacity of families to invest in their children, both in monetary and non-monetary terms, the more likely children will develop the human capital to succeed in marriage and labor markets. The more equal the returns to education in the labor market, the lower the stakes and the more level the incentives to make these investments. And finally, the more progressive public policy—that is the more relative benefit it is to the relatively disadvantaged—the more level the playing field.

All of these factors come into play in understanding the differences in the degree of generational mobility between the United States and Canada, which is probably the most apt comparison from which to draw lessons for public policy.

It is unlikely that the degree of generational earnings mobility will change significantly in the United States, at least for the current generation of children growing into adulthood, without there being important changes in the circumstances of the least advantaged. These changes include demographic changes that increase the capacity of parents to invest in the early years of their children’s lives—a decline in single parenthood, increases in parental education and age at first birth, and increases in both the quality and quantity of time invested in children during their pre-school and early school years.

Further, the very substantial increases in earnings inequality during the past few decades, which in part reflects stagnation in the earnings of those in the middle and particularly bottom half of the earnings distribution, also suggests that intergenerational mobility is unlikely to increase. This will be particularly the case if progressive reforms are not made to public policy. These include increasing the quality of schooling and health care for the disadvantaged, offering more support to parents raising young children—both monetary but also in terms of parental leave that allows more time to be spent with their children—and improving access to higher levels of education.

Tax reforms have a role to play in some of these changes. This includes increasing income support to those with low incomes, and as such would involve a discussion of the generosity of the the Earned Income Tax Credit. This program plays an important role by offering income support in a way that maintains work incentives. But a focus on income support through this program leaves open the question of the time stress that households face, and their capacity to support children in non-monetary ways. There is a need for more flexibility in work arrangements for families with young children, and also attention to the quality
of care arrangements of children.

Policy reforms need also to consider the quality of schooling during the early and primary years. In many Canadian provinces the financing of schooling is more broadly based than in many US states, and the disparities in school and teacher quality across socio-economic groups is not as great. The province of Ontario, for example, is often cited as making important improvements in the quality and equity of schooling during the early and primary years. The financing of school boards is not tightly linked to a narrow and local tax base, and steps have also been taken to extend full day kindergarten to four and five year olds. The public system does have a certain amount of parental choice built into it, but in a way that limits “cream skimming”. In addition there is only a very limited private component. The system also has built-in second chances, and relatively open access to higher education that includes both community colleges of a more technical and practical nature, and universities of relatively equal quality.

In contrast in the United States there is an implicit tracking in which socio-economic advantages and disadvantages are compounded as children move through the stages of schooling, reflecting sharper differences in quality at both the early and upper tiers. Parental choice plays a stronger role, and in the context of greater polarization in earnings and less progressive taxation leads to more sorting. As a result there is a relatively stronger tendency to send children through particular tracks, leading to particular post-secondary institutions, and ultimately to adult outcomes that more closely reflect family background.